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"So, how's your heart, Jen??" This was a question I used
to get from my brother, Jason on a regular basis once we
became friends in our later teenage years. Every time he
would ask I would chuckle and reply, "Still beating last
time I checked, buddy." This was, after all, the same
brother that told me he prayed for his girlfriend's
dreams when they were dating. This guy here is a feeler
amongst feelers and genuinely one of my best friends.
As much as I used to give him a hard time for his
questions and feelings, now I get why he asked that, and
I cherish the question. I wish we asked our people that
question more often. Why? Well. I am learning that re-
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cently I have been associating my well-being with my circumstances and that many of us do this. In fact, a
dear friend texted me the other day to ask how I was, and I could tell she genuinely cared, not just a
passing and polite, "good, how are you?" I responded with how I felt work was going, how busy my kids
were, my new health focus, my nagging cold, and a new opportunity I was exploring. These things are all
good and great but afterwards I looked back at my response and wondered, "is the sum of these
circumstances really how I am doing? What if all of those buckets above were not going great, is there an
opportunity that I could still be well? Happy? Fulfilled? Or what if those buckets were all filled, is there a
chance I could still be sad? Empty? Struggling? I think the answers to both are Yes and Yes. The Happiness
Advantage author Shawn Achor says, "What we're finding is it's not necessarily the reality that shapes us,
but the lens through which your brain views the world that shapes your reality. And if we can change the
lens, not only can we change your happiness, we can change every single educational and business
outcome at the same time." This concept, I believe, is the exact reason most of the public was so shocked
by the sudden loss of Stephen "tWitch" Boss -- to those that only knew him via television & social media,
all of his buckets were overflowing. Let's be honest, we are all out here "Trying to heal, while trying to
grieve, while trying to live, while trying to dream, while trying to smile, while trying to give love, while
trying to be love" - unknown.  So, I have a feeling the true answer to how I'm doing is more than how my
job is going or how busy my kids are.  Next time I'm going to lead with the heart and if I find that's not
well, switch out the lens through which I'm looking.  So, my friends....how's your heart this February??
                                                                                 Hugs and high-fives,

How's Your Heart?
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Mortgage Outlook 2023

2022 saw interest rates begin at an average of
3.22% for 30-year fixed mortgages. As of January of
2023, that average has over doubled to a whopping
6.48%. The writing was on the wall for rate
increases during the past year, but the amount and
rapidity of the increase far surpassed general
expectations.

As we enter the new year the path forward for
mortgage interest rates is less clear with some
economists arguing the specter of rising inflation
remains to be a growing threat and others see the
inflation problem as beginning to be on the
decline. The future of mortgage interest rates
remains closely tied to this question and will be
seen to play out monthly as the inflation report
influences the Federal Reserve’s monetary policy.

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the government-
sponsored entities that purchase the majority of
the nation's mortgage loans, are forecasting rates
to slowly decline throughout the year and end up
somewhere close to the 6% range on average by
year’s end. Other entities and economists are less
optimistic with some expecting rates to have a
small increase to closer to the 7% range.

Regardless of whose opinions you subscribe to the
general idea is that buyers can expect interest
rates to be staying around their current range with
hopes of rates dropping back to 2021 levels not
looking to be in the cards for this year. If 2023 is
your year for buying a home then make sure to talk
with your lender about pre-approval options as
there remains many ways in which you can work
with your loan officer to keep your desired
payment in the affordable range!

By Tim Phillips, George Mason Mortgage

Happy Birthday!!
Sarah D - 2.1
Dan B - 2.2
Amy N - 2.3

Callie D - 2.4
Ashley G - 2.5
Carrie S - 2.5
Chris B - 2.7
Anne C - 2.7
Cindy A - 2.8

Stephanie A - 2.9
Allison H - 2.9

Hill S - 2.9
Matt L - 2.11

Farrell M - 2.11

Heather O - 2.12
Cheryl M - 2.13
Peter K - 2.14
Sarah B - 2.15

Shante R - 2.16
Diana S - 2.16
Ellis N - 2.19

Steve B - 2.20
Kristen P - 2.22
Debbie F - 2.22
Cindy C - 2.24
Jenna S - 2.26

Jane-Page W - 2.28
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Charcuterie. Alright, Lets break it down, ‘shahr-koo-thu-ree”, the art of preparing meats and
cheeses. Charcuterie boards have been around since the 15th century and are shared around
the world.  In Italy the boards are known as antipasto, while in Britain they are known as a
ploughman's lunch, and in Germany as a wurstplatte. No matter how you refer to the boards
they all have one common theme, bringing friends and family together to enjoy. 
 
Little Mouse Charcuterie was founded with that same vision. We are a woman-owned and
operated business, providing quality charcuterie boards to local Richmond area. Our boards
are handcrafted with superior ingredients, carefully selected cured meats and aged cheeses,
seasonal fruits, and accouterments. Designed to impress, every board is created with each bite
in mind. Our charcuterie options are reasonably priced, allowing you to wow your guests
without the fuss. Not only does the Little Mouse team have a passion to serve quality, we are
also very proud of our commitment to source local, when possible, currently sourcing local
baked goods and produce. 
 
 We value the connection and intimacy that food can create within the community. That is why
each board is created with that special relationship in mind. Ready to nibble or nosh? Contact
the Little Mouse team at littlemousecharcuterieRVA@gmail.com or visit our website at 
 www.littlemouserva.com for more details.

The Market Is Still Active!!!
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Little Mouse Charcuterie
By Jenn and Kelly Rambo, Owners of Little Mouse Charcuterie

Congratulations to our BUYERS for Snagging These Beauties!

CLOSED PENDING

Listing & Photo Cred: Suzanne Super, Hometown
Realty

Listing & Photo Cred: Jeri Copeland, HHHunt
Realty

mailto:littlemousecharcuterieRVA@gmail.com
http://www.littlemouserva.com/


Sellers should want a higher price for their home to compensate them for the higher borrowing costs
when they move (unless they pay cash of course).
Buyers should want to pay a lower price or under list since interest rates are up dampening demand.
Folks seeking new construction should see those prices give way a bit since commodity prices have
come down considerably depending on how much inventory the builders are sitting on and the price
they paid that will ultimately get passed to you.

Less inventory = Great Opportunity for sellers
Adjustable Rates (ARMs) potential and less demand = Great Opportunity for buyers
Commodity prices normalizing = Good News for Buyers
A rare environment where both sellers and buyers have the upper hand depending on how they
strategize with Jenny on execution

Note from Jenny:  Tommy Doyle is not only a dear friend, past client, and amazing Financial Wealth
Management guru, but I trust him with helping me in my own financial planning. I would not include
anyone in this newsletter that I did not peronally trust whole-heartedly myself. I call him the "Doogie
Howser of the Financial World."  As if that description is not enough to convince you, here is a snippet from
his bio: "Tommy learned the art of Point & Figure Charting and Relative Strength from Wall St. great Tom
Dorsey. Mr. Dorsey sold his firm, Dorsey Wright & Associates, to NASDAQ in 2015 for $225MM. Tommy
became Mr. Dorsey’s right-hand-man who had assets under advisement upwards of $12 Billion at the time
of sale. While there, Tommy considered himself a disciple of the process but since Tom Dorsey’s
retirement he hopes of becoming an apostle of this investment methodology for decades to come."  Read
here (https://www.harviewmg.com/Who-We-Are.htm) for a little more about Tommy's background,
education, & experience. I have asked Tommy, and he has so graciously agreed, to contribute to our 2023
Newsletters as another insight into the state of our economy, which goes hand in hand often with the state
of the market. Do not ever hesitate to reach out to Tommy with any questions about your own wealth
management and how you can best prepare for the ever-changing markets.

Data: As the Fed increases rates it puts pressure on home prices to fall and mortgage rates to rise. A
change in the seesaw posture you and I don’t like to see. This is not the same as the financial crisis and
home prices should not deteriorate to the same degree, but depressed prices should continue into 2023.
Prices became too high in relation to rentals and that relationship is likely to continue to normalize.
Economics 101 teaches us about Supply and Demand. Unlike in 2008 there is not an excess supply of homes
on the market. Quite the contrary. More new homes still need to be built. Also, many homeowners now
have extremely low rates relative to historical numbers encouraging them to sit tight and not put their
home on the market. Sales are down 38.5% from January 2021 through November 2022. Pending home sales
are also down in recent months thanks to the high cost of borrowing. I encourage all my clients to put at
least 20% down on a home to avoid Private Mortgage Insurance and to avoid becoming economically
upside down when trying to move out. Since roughly this time last year the price of a home is about 50%
more expensive even if you put 20% down simply because of the rise in interest rates.

Environment:

 
Takeaways:
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Maybe the 1st "Everyone's" Market Ever??
By Tommy Doyle : Partner, Harvie Wealth Management Group
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To All My Buyers in the House:  To All My Sellers in the House:

It's About You!

Until next month, friends 

jen
travers
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Considered to be the most DRAMATIC season of the
housing market (see what I did there?), there is no
denying the narrative that year over year, mortgage
rates are up nearly double from January 2022 to
January 2023. That being said, all signs point to the
worst being behind us.  What does this mean for you?
It means that as predicted, the cost of purchasing is
now going to be on the decline and the affordability of
homes is improving. As much as I hate to say it, and at
the fear of sounding gimmicky, it truly is a pocket of
time that you may just want to take advantage of,
especially with loan programs out there that we
discussed in last month's newsletter. Many buyers are
still a bit skeptical of the market and recovering from
last year's sticker shock. Although competition remains
in some locations when homes are priced and staged
appropriately, it is not nearly the same competition we
were seeing last year, or what may creep back as rates
continue to decline. Taking advantage of the 2:1
program that Tim discussed last month, you have
opportunities to have the seller pay to drop your
interest rate by 2% in the first year of your loan, and
then 1% in the second year of your loan to help your
mortgage payment remain affordable and then
refinance when the rates drop in the next 1-2 years.
David Stevens, Former Assistant Secretary of Housing
says, "So be advised...this may be the one and only
window for the next few years to get into a buyers'
market. And remember...as the Federal Reserve data
shows...home prices only go up and always recover
from recessions no matter how mild or severe. Long
term homeowners should view this market...right
now....as a unique buying opportunity."

Although the demand has declined year over year
with the rising rates, the fact remains that demand
continues to outpace supply. That being said, I want
to be clear that homes that are not priced correctly
and in which no effort has been put into preparing
the home for market, are often sitting and
subsequently price dropping. So, is it a good time to
sell or not, and what is my home worth today? The
answers are "yes" and "call me." Home prices are
down from the peak of 2022, but are up year over
year. In looking at stats of just  Richmond and
surrounding counties, the Median Sales Price in
December 2021 was $315,000.  In May/June 2022,
this value increased to $363,000, holding all other
variables constant. As of the beginning of January
2023, the median sales price both fell (from May)
and rose (from last December) to approximately
$340,000. New listings are down year over year while
total homes for sale are up year over year. What does
this tell us? That homes are not selling at quite the
same pace as in the prior year. The statistics from
the MLS support this, revealing days on market up
year-over-year from approximately 7 to 12. Now, my
friends, perspective is everything. With the average
days on market hovering around 12, the market is
still clearly yours for the selling. Months supply of
inventory is just over 1 month, with a healthy and
neutral market averaging between 4-6 months of
inventory. With new listings at an all-time low &
demand picking up, we will work together to price
and market your home to maximize showings and
your bottom line. Yes, I will accept your rose, and
your listing ;). 
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